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m entary lhat can g(l on existing in ~he absen e of its n
tive exemplum.
The fable is therefore ellsentially a bil13ry structure:
ture and caplton. nanative and moral. I Want to distingu
tram allegory by positing rhe latter as a ternary struc
.tbere is still the narrative on the one h and. and its mean
interpretation. or t'eading 011 the other. "But now the m
ment from the first [0 the second is m ediaLed by some
component, whicll 1 will call Peirce's interpretant, o
allegorical code ot system; th is can be embedded in the
somehow, or c~ b Iou:nd to Boat (lutside it in the [or
cultural knowledge or ideas and ideologies in the p
This presupposes the m eaning or interpretation to be sphere.
it is always a kin d of system in terms of w
another text (oJIQs), and in. lbls way operates to severely hm.iL ute text or the narrative demand,s to be translate.d. To t
the genW'ilL validity of that meaning (and also to add to it the also want La add the allegori.ca.l instrument of coding. w
"bad illflni te" of other endless interpretations on its basis. is the eLbjeal Opposlli()11 betWeen good and evil . betwee
since each new text of rueaniug must l'Iow be in tetpreted in valorized or idealL'l.ed and the tabooed - a fundam
i ts turu) . I:n any case. we probably aU feel today that although mec.ha.nism In the very wnstrucD.?n of subjectivity itsel
Frye strikes a powerfu l blow here for allegory. in a period ila
~ut DOW I also need to delbnit allegory in two o
which it was still much de.spised and maligned , his argu directions. and to oppose it to two other phenomena:
ment makes it so unlimlted a. mattet tha[ if he wins . hI! loses,
r all. to the symbol, whose valoriza tioll in the Rom
and (he wOTd ceases t9 mean very mucll becau.se it now· peri.od was historically very muc.h at one wi th the degr
means everything.
tion of allegory ~nd Lts repudiation as a structlU'e. We
One would want jndeed to starl oul from theS'e limits and also need to d.iffl!'rentiate allego ry from that other re
boundaries ill order to find som ething botb aniversal and trope with which H is so often associ)lted . namely
particular that allegory mig]ll usefully be. Principal among m etaphor. widl which traditionally and classically Qui
these boundaries must necessari ly be the Moallegorical: jan identified it, de1ining allegory as an ext.ended meta p
IlnlesS there are texts Ihal cannot under any circurTIsranc.es be "Allegory, which i.s translated in Latin by inversion, e
(;onsidere!-1 to be un allegorical (by which I do not necessarily presents one thing in words and another Ut meaning . or

In a famous passage fro m The ADlllomy of Criticism, Northrop
.Frye a(flrmsthat aJ'ilm erpretalion .is allegorical. insofar as it
substitutes fbr the text something else w hicb.plliports to be
the meaning of thal text:
It is not ollen realized that all commentary is allegorical inter
p.retation, an ~llaching of idea~ LO L.he structure of poet:i.c
imag ry. The instant .thal any q'i Lic: permi[S himself to make a
genuine comment about a poem (e.g.. "in Hamlet Shakespeare
appears to be pOI'traying the tragedy of irresolutjon ") he has
begun to allegorize. CommemaTY thWllooks atlite.rature as, in its
fon:na1 pha1>e. a potential aUeg01'Yof events and ideas.

aut

mean "literal" in the traditional sen se) . no lheory ofallegory
will amount LO very muc.h. notbJ.ng much will be achieved
in the way of separating allegory oIT. both as a spec1fic lcind
of textnal structure and . a sp~cific kil1d of interpretive
process. On rhe other hand, iL does nor seem very hopeful ~o
ask for some general theory of the nonallegor1calln order to
(!onstruct a theory of allegory il.$elf
Bm then there are speci6ckiudB of lexts which are so
closely related to allegpries ~bat one fee.!s it mi ghl be useful
to begin by saying wby they are n ot then simply allegorical:
fOlT exa mple. p arables or fables . This kind of clarification
wouLd proVide a much more productive gloss Oll Fr ye's
claim by fore.gmunding precisel):' those texts ill which
meanlng or inl'erpretation is very precisely another text, the
mOJ.'al of the JiTSt one. It would then offer the example o f a
specific textual structure of iI bil1Jtry Lype - narrative plus
moral or co.rnmenrary - which is so strong that it can con.
Linne to exist ~Q the absence of one of its components:
parable is thus presmnably a fable whose com mentary OJ.'
moral has been omitted, or cau be omHlet!; whil e the
maxim or proverb gives us the example ofa moral or com 

me

something abSbluteLy opposed to the meanin g of the w
The first type is generally pl'odn.cod by a serie
metaphors,"
'I •
His obse

tion is useflil. lnsofar as it makes us aware o f what cha
when you "extend" a m elaphor into the allegorical:
metaphorical starting Tloint beComes n anat.lvized, an
we bave !lOme nrst feature, namely that allegories are so
bow always matters of narrative. As for tbe difference
the syl1lbol. here one would .ra.rher want to speak of lllli
tion and division. whether in the psyche, the world, or
thing e.!se. The symbolls a cenrered. unified phenome
whose meaning is iDl.rinsic and immane,nt. If the allego
is attractive for the present day and age i t is becau
models a relationship o[ breaks t gaps, dlscbntinwties,
inner distances and incommensurabili tjes of all kinds. f
therefore bet~er serve as a figure [or the iucommenswa
ties of the world today than the ideal 01' the .~bol, w
seems tb designate some i.mpossible u nity. Thus, these
two opposiLes of the alJegoclca.l circumscribe the Jatt(
nartative and as discontinuous.
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ing, where I think the'prQbJem of the metaphorical is radler
dramatically set for th. 1. J. Clark's recent (and mOllumental)
Farewdl 10 an Idf.(l! Bpisodes from a History of Modernism olIers seven
remarkable probes of modern painting, from David's Death of
Marot (1793) 10 Jackson P0llock. lOllching in pasSing on Pis
sarro and CezalUle. on El Ussitzky and Picasso. It does nor
offer any monoliduc definipon , let alone explanalioDs, of
m<;>detn.ism, al tllough ir carefully lim:its its work to painting,
as though the experimen ts in that medium offered a kind of
sealed laboratory of the most specialized kind , rndeed. pailH
ing already confrouts us with that 'kind of inellPUcabllity:
people teB stories in language, sillg song~, build dwe.llings to
live in; why they should learn t Q stare at various pieces of
painted canvas is perhaps Jess o bvious or less natural Is it an
al.:tiv;!ty that is fi.l lly satis ~ring in itself? Many people say so;
bU I perhaps the Pierre Bourdieu-style inversion of the ques
tion is the beeter place ~o begin - namely, bow they ju tify to
themselves thls satisf)ring a tivity. how rhey make it have a
meaning. Theodor Adorno once said that In order for the

e.xperience of all art obj ect to be full y aesth lie, it has to be
more than aesthetic , it has also to be trans- or exITa-aestherlc;
ill order to be arl. thell. art must be somed1mg mQre than jU"t.
Something like tlUs seems also co be O ark's position : "In
ord r to represen t at all, as I see it, marks in pictures have tp
be undetstood <IS standing for someth lng besides thell1selves;
they have to be construed metaphorically. .. , Mefap hor is
inescapable in th case of rnarkmaking, and wb,H at any ralel!
would iU1 escape fro111 it be Like? "
What, then, would the nonmetaphorical in arl be like?
Housepaillting, perhaps? The colors of a house or wall gen
erally respond to some convemional color ~cheme that is
cul turillly m eaningful even utt does nm exactly mean some
thing, Wo uld it be like rando m marks on a surface? But we
are talking about a "picture," that is, art, and we wlll therefore
not be able to avoid trying to make the marks mean some
thing, even if that something is "sheer randomness," Ihe
aleatory, or chaos, or meaninglessness jt elf Perilaps we need
to inflect the question somewhat: maybe the e&cape from
metaphor call tmplace, not in rhe painting bur in Ihe viewer,
In that ase, we have to imagille the 'ascetic reductions of
empiricism if not of pOSitivism as .mell: the reduction n ol
even to pure perception but to the atomic constituent:; of
pure per ~ption itself. namely, sel1se-data. Call we have an
experience of tbe m arks wlu h are that of an as ye~ noncon
ceptuaJ, nonmeanlngful sense-datnm?The idea of sense-data
is a positivist myth (paSSi onately ado pted. to be sure. by a
certai~ number orJate- 19th- century painters), There can b
no "pure" or meaningless experience of sense-dara. Does
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&eos ? Of cOllrse one understands that he has r igged the
whole discussion in advance by calling brushstrokes
"mark ,. (ZlIithen) , whi,h is to say one version of the more
gener;!) notion of the sign. Bur the sign always means some
thing else by definition: and so must marks. So w hy call that
operation met;lphorical?
Clark's commen\S on t.he marle and metaphor come from
the Polloclc chapter, in which he goe on to identify the "two
broad metaphorical poles" of Pollock's work in the peTiod
from 1948 to 1%,0: th yare "figures o f totality" OD tbe oue
hand, and "figures of dissonance" on the OIQer. Clark has, in
other word, ranged certain number o f visual experiences
on borh sides under larger f011mal categories which in fact
correspond to conceptual abs(ractiOns o r uniVersals : totality
[hen corresponds to me one, while what he ("a bit warily" )
calls dis onance no doubt corresponds generally to what is
today call d hererogene.iry Or the absolutely specifi c, Perhaps
this philosophical identUication of tbe m ore. properly visual
poles is already itself metaphorical; and perhaps we also
need to ask, wl~t becomes of that more formal pbHosopbJcal
category th at is the tension or contrad iction b [ween Lhe
two poles? To see a picture as staging tbis partic;ular philo
sophical conteut is surely already to translate it into some
thi.ng else, something el e which can then- itself receive
further metaphodc<)l content. My quarrel. however. ls nO!'
w ith that discussion or wil b tb e DeW levels oC m eaning
fo~U1d in Pollock's work. bUI rath.er wi th the !enm melaphor
and melaphoricaJ, w hich one finds used equaUy significantly
throughom dark's other writings.
Let me ofrer another, peJ;'haps fundamental, example for
modern painting! it is the discussion o f flatness in Clark's
earlier book 011 impressiani~IU, The Painting of Modern Life
(1 985) The rising lO the surface ofpainting is . of course, one
o f the basic features of the latter's modernism, and this is
how Clark sets about dealing wilb it:
I lhl nk (hal the question we should be asking, , , is why that lit
eral pre.~en of surface went on blililg inreresting for arl. How
could a matter of effect or procedure seemingly stand in for
value in thiS way? Wlm was it that made it vivid? . ' , The
answer nUlSl rake approxln'laldy this fann . If th e fact of flamcss
was compelling for art .. . that must have been because it was
made to slahd for soml:thing' some particuJpf and su b~[aLl[ial
se\ of qll~li li which too~ their place in a picture of the world.
So that the ridm
of the ayan ~- garde ... mi ght best be
described in temu of lis abWty lO give flatness such complex
and compatible values - values which necessarily derived from
els where than nrl.

r

Oark then specifies some of these val ues, along wid1 thei r
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elsewheres, in four dllferent ways. In other words, fialness
can mean at least one of the followi n g: the popular. "ie
peuple," as in workmanlike smiaces and man ual labor, Or it
ca.n mean modernity and the media - posters, prin ts, pho
. tographs, and the like. Or it can mean Art itself as an
auto nomous quasi-sacred activity, Or it can mean, as for
Cezanne, " the evenness of seeblg itself, the actual form of
our knowledge of things." Presumably It could also m ean
several of these things at once, or several in tensiOD w ith
one another. Following Kenneth Burke. painterly flatness is
therefore understood bere as a "symbolic act": it is a m ean
ingful procedure whose ordinary llleanillg is then aug
mented by several others, which find symbolic expression
through it and in addition [0 it. However. are these addi
tional meanings metaphors?
What I w ant to arglle here bas to do with the relative
m erits of the terms metaphor and aJlegOlY. As J have said, classi
cally allegory was ofLen described as little more than an
Meanwhile. in the
extended metaphor. I ,
more modem literary tradition , allegory has typically been
opposed to the symbol in an opposition openly articulated
in the Romantic period; and the concep t of the symbol has
remained tlIe dominant one throughout what we call mod
ernism. At the w aning of high m odernism, the repressed and
stigmatized notion of allegory began to reappear in all kinds
bf unrelated places, most obvio\.JSly in the reappearance of
Walter Benjamin's works in Germany in the 195'OS, and in the
United States w ith a famous early essay of Paul de Man, This
is the context which perhaps authorizes us to reinterrogate
the pages we have quoted from Clark in order to see where
they stand with respect to the symbol. Are we to understand ,
for example, that the immense Md nonrepresentational wall
or paint above David 's corpse of Mar at is a symbol of Ie peuple?
Surely not; and we could think of any number ofpersonified
characters and emblems which, in contrast, do offer just
such symbols. Clark's point was that ''lhe people" is no
doubt real enough, since the revolution somehow took
place; but tb at tl1is word is incoherent SOciologically and
politically and is also profoundly ideological - which is to
say that "the people " as a concept can have no stable mean
ing, and that therefore you can have no symbol of i t. a
symbol being constituted by a fullness of meaning. David's
wall background rather expresses a crisis of meaning and
thereby a crisis of representation, and H is through tltis crisis
that the wall becomes a metaphor. A crisis orthis kind cannot
be symbolized but'it can be deSignated.
This is where tlle norian of allegory comes in; for in my
view, allegory always ariseS from a crisis in representation (a
historical and specific crisis, it shol,lld b understood, and
not some tim eless and eternal one). Allegory is a structure

thai desigl1a~es difficulties, ifnot outright impossibilitie
mean ing and represen.Jation, and also deSignates its
peculiar structure as a failure to mean and to represent i
conventional way. You will now more readily unders
why I would have preferred to call David's wall an alle
rather than a metaphor (to do Clark justice, he does say
the wall is "metaphorical" of the crisis in representing
people, which is an altogether more prudent and satisfa
way of putting it). I pelieve that in his discussion of fla
and the predominance of the surface in modernist pain
the meaniugs he attributes to tllat crucial feature are al
one way or another allegorical of their objects, for t
objects are alJ m ore or less unrepresentable ideas: w
modernit y, art, perception .
I want now to complicate matters a little by adding a
problem and a ne.w concern n ot yet registered in the no
of meaning or representation, and this is narrative. W
Quintilian calls an "extenSion" of metaphor is in fact a n
tivization of it, and I would argue that the whole nature
imp lications of the figure are utterly transformed in
process.The same holds for the symbol, which like meta
is an essentially nonnarrative matter (and by the same to
although one might imaghle a construction of a symbo
way of narrative - as in Emile Zota. for example, or in A
Camus's The Pluflue - surely any undue" extension" of it, c
ing one to search for pOint-by-point parallels and allusio
bound to also transform the former symbol into a stru
more likely to be described as allegorical by its readers).
Now apparently we have two distinct characterizatio
allegory (as opposed to symbol or metaphor): it is
expression and the result of a crisis in representation on
one hand, aDd of narrative on the o tlle r. (By the same to
in presupposing a stable meaning that call be convey
symbol is essentially llonnarrative.) What then is the
tionship between these two constitutive features, eac
which could presumably exist without the other? We a
assu m e, willing to admit the existence of nonallegorical
ratives; while problems or difficulties in representation
meaning can DO doubt be conveyed in ways tllat are not
gorical, for example, as in philosophical discourse.
I want ro suggest that in fact these two fea tures of alle
are one alld the sallie. Allegory is a narrative process
cisely because it needs to tell the narrative of the solutio
its representational dilemma. Or, if you prefer, in alle
tl\e crisis of representation and of meaning is conceived
cisely as a dramatic situation that the allegorist is called u
tore olve in some way. The narrative here is thus very of
dialectical one: the crisis embodies a contradiction, wl1i
articulated as a binary opposition, and the allegorical na
tive will consist in the attempt to overcome tl1is oppos
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in one way

01'

another, Whi(:h obviously does not always

have to involve a, syn Lhesis between the two allegedly irrec
oncilahle terms. ([ do, however. want to strengthen this
constitutive or structtl'ral relat ionship between allegory and
opposioon by qUQting. in pOI sin g, from Jean de MeW1:
" Thu~ thlngs go by contr~es: one is the gloss ofrhe other. Lf
one wams to define one of lhe pair. he must remember tbe
other. or he will never, by any intention, assign a definition
[0 it; for he who has no understandi n g ofllie two win llev r
understand the difference betw en them, and wirbouL this
difference no definition lhat one can make Can come to any
tblog.") 6 De Lorrl. Gl1UJaumo oIJ1u lean de Meu". Tbi Romllru ( .r tho ~~" Iran•.
Chnrtcs Dlhlberg (Ptinc~Ic:>n: Prtnct1lon Unt"t""ty Pr.~ 1 19]')' lSI.

Ratber than continue in rhis abstract vein. I think we need
se the process in acrion concretely. And while I think one
could very well fewrite Clark's interprecations in terms of
allegorical narratives, I would like now to turn to architec
tural materials, and in particular (0 the great history of
modern architecture, Arthlrettum conlempomneo. written in 1976
by Manfredo Thfuri a:nd Francesco Dal Co, where the cenn
allegory is used openly and explicitly (or may T even say.
shamelessly). Th,is is all the more arresting. since the term
metaphor has also scarcely been abseut from architectural
tbenry. Ail.hough Cbarles Jencks's patbbreaking lnlroducuon
of "semiorlcs" (rhetoric, really) into architectu ral ruscourse
with The Languaj/il of Post-modem ArchHecl;\lrt 'n 1977 obviously
made fOI' an enlarged use of the tenTl metaphor. tbe pracl'ice of
m empbor largely amedate,s his examples. For instance, "con
crete gtills, now the sign
~he parking garage," are no
doubt derived .from the metaphor of grills on tbe hood of
the car; Or Klsho Kurokawa's Nagaldn Ca~sule Tower. in
which I.h e "litackjng" of the rooms or hotel comparunems
evokes a vatiery of speaker ~ystems. tape decks . and the like
(wltich the roOms in fact contain). 11lese are. lben. already
metonymies which have been melaphorized.1 Charles Je uck". Tb.
['0

or

!.Dog""11< "rlmr,mlldanAn'nlla lOr< (Nt.wYork:1U'lZuli.

I~n). '10-", 1.

Belore lhat. le CQrbusier's dramalic inflecLion of his
buUding shapes in ule direction of those m odern machines
he admired, such as the ocean liner and rhe airplane, are
clearly enough metaphors (a word perhaps too weak to des
ignate Ledoux's notorious Enlightenmeut bl'Othel project) .
But here too there are C:omplicaLioDs. for Le Corbusler's
metaphors also operate on a second level o f connotation as
ol1~norie$ of modernity itself, and oflhe intention of rbe buila
ilig to be "absolllmen\.. modeme." The building is then the
metaphor of an ooean llner. which is itself an allegory of
modernity in general.
There does seem to be some POiIll in retaining the Ler m
metnphor for cerLain local , Qne~to·(')ne. meanings. Thus, in
Dan,iel Ubesldnd's jewish MuscW'II in Berlin. a number of

irreg ular and often broken slits

and

opeIjing~ are revealed,

seemingly al random, in the walls. from floor level up to
heights throu gh whl b no viewer could be expected to see.
We are lold that lhe invisible relarionshlps between these
&lits (as those that traverse the void inside the building. ctiss
Grossing space like the grid of an infrared alarm system)
mociel a map
Berlin on which lin.es have bel!D drawn to
connect rbe historic dwellings of the most important JeWish
writers, composers, artists. and pneLS of tbe city. Like Uie
twelve- tone system itself (Arnold Schoenberg, with his stay
in BerUn. was also an interest for the archi re~t). it cannot be
supposed thOlt the GilSUal viewer perceives the detail and con
tent of lhis scheme. although he may intuit it allegoric,illy \IS
a sheer network of relationships. But it certainly overflQWs
the architeCtural form and function itself, as a figure over
flows the literal meaning orUs support term .
Clearly enough, as tbe previOUS paragraph suggests, a
mode of speech in which a metaphor is chaJ'acrerized as
being "allegorical" of somelhjng will DOL be terribly help
ful in the clarification p roces~ w~ are undertaking here.
Thus, for exam ple. ·'Glass . extolled by Scbeerbart an d Taut.
is in itself.hi ghly symbohc: transparen~. It is the allegory of
a new collective purity; produced hy the rarefaction of its
material, it symbolizes the passage from the real to the
unreal. from weIght LO weightlessness; in ~hat sense, it is
also anegorical of cosmic Hberation."g M1nfredo 'fururl .nd

or

F'tanc!!-!iCCl

n.l Co. Mudrr. Arthi"~lu ... IranI. Rc:>ben Hrjnb. V,hlf (N~W York: "bram~.

1979). ,19· This

passage, fl'o m the Thf\.1.ri and Dal Co history. and

la.k en as exemplary of the rigorous application of tbe term

allegory. does seem to oOer an excessive, aberrant use. The
fact that an clenlent or malerial (think of Gaston Bachelard's
"psychoanalysis" of tllC various elements) is in question.
ralher thall the spedfic placement of ~hat material within a
con ·truction . may suffice to explain the lapse. and in trus
case the term mt!Qphorictll certainly seems preferable.
Thfun and Dal Co's Modern Architecrure in fact presents a
twofold inrel'est: it is an allegorical strucnrre. but it also bas
the generiC Interest of oOering a successful history of one
the arlS that is not a mere handbook or manual, a list of dales
or a reference work, but a narraLiye in tts own right. In this
sense, there are very few worKS wltich lovent dis.t inctive
solutions to the form problems inherent in writing a his£Ory
ofliterature or of paint ing 01' of ar bltecture. The wridns
such histdries, indeed, intensifies the dialectic between

or

or

continuity and rusconlinuity preSeIll in aU hisr..oriography to
the pOiDl where it Is well-nigh insuperable. For the works
themselves (literary. m u sical, picrorial, arch:itectu'ral) are
radica.lly individualized  [hey have their closure; they are
neither events that take rlleir plaae in a m eaningful series
nor are they organic or narural phenomena that fold inlO
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each other and evolve. How, then, do we tell a story ·about
such disGontinuous artifacts? Tbe recourse [0 styles and
movem ents on the one hand (imp ressiDnlsm , expression
ism, realism, surrealism), and lO genres on the other (the
introspective novel, the epic, the confessional lyric), are
both spurio us solutions insofar as they presume a solution
in advance of the fundamen tal philosophical problem of
style or genre - namely. the relaLionship of the individual
text to the universal classifying system it is supposed Lo par
ticipate in. Thus the Tafuri and DaJ Co volume has a supple
mentary imerest insofar as it o ITers a unique solution to this
dilemma : a solution, however, that I suspect un fortunately
canno t be exemplary, since in this area ofa h istory of artistic
works, the only real successes a:re ad hoc consn'uctions that
are nOt repeatable, Still. they all articulate and dramatize the
problem, which is the e~sen tial thing.
The narrative has two beginnings: a false start and a
seemingly extraneous digressioll . The false start is given
wHlt art nouveau, judged to be a regressive style and ideology
which is class~ bound and solves none of the architectural
dilemmas of modernil Y. 1 take this opening s~ vo to be part
and parcel of rhe authors' generalized arrack on style as sttch.
(We may recall Le Corbusier's similar posirlon : "The styles
are a lie"; "architecture has nothing to do wi th the various
'styles'''; etc.) 9 Le Corb"slcr, lbwQrd.,,, N,w A.d.ilechor,. (mns. Frederick ntchclls
(N~",York:

DOVel'

Publications ••986) . 87 . 37·

What is meant by tbls, I

think, is the purely aesthetic solution: that tbe concept of
style is ~een as a reduction of Lbe complex problems all
inclividual building tries to resolve to a matter of purely
artistic or aesthetic invention - one which could be wlder
taken , in other words , by the Various avant- gardes. The
attack on the avant-garde is then another basic leitmotiv of
the "narrative" and suggests thaLthe category of style need
not be limited to criter ias of beauty, as in the historic<.ll case
of art nouveau.
After thi opening gam bIt, however, we suddenly pass to
a discussion of the emergence of city planning in the
United States m the iaLe- 19th century, and in pa.rticular to
the work of th e great landscape artists such as Frederick Law
Olmsted. This would not seem to be an auspiciQus begin
ning for a study of an essentially EUJ;opean modernist archi
tecture, and we n eed to grasp the logic of the new departure.
The point Is mali t is around is:;ues of parks and open spaces
chat the struggle fo r political power in the North American
ddes crystallizes:
Within a few decades the baltle for parks became synonymous
with an overall process of urbaJl refonn that had a great deal to
do with the problem of political and institutional reforms in an
eta dominated by politlca.l bosses and by t:he most unbridled
competi tive free market. Similarly, (he battl for the defense of

n ature elIded up in a project aiming to ellsure to the state

collectivtty the control over the exploitation ofnatural resou
011 the territorial level. By the end of the century a reform o
instirutional apparatus of the AmeTican system became the
to all progress .• oThh,d .ntl Da\ Cn. 01'. fit .. 'f·

The Progressive movement emerges from tlus struggle
produces the reality of city planning. dramatizing its ne
sary relationship to political power as well as the limitat
imposed on it by social class. Nothing of the sort
happen with the already ancient and fully formed Europ
city, whicl) can at best - and this is no mean achieveme
pr duce the utopian visions of the garden city and the
Th us this American chapter allows Tafuri and Dal Co to
in place the city as one pole of the examination of arch
tural history, whose other pole is clearly that of the indi
ual buildings themselves. Theirs must therefore be w
they call "a binocular vision of history : seeing the g
cllange in the approach to planning and also the respons
architecture as snch. Particular attention must be devote
where those separate spheres have interlocked (if they h
and where they have gone their separate ways." II Ibid.. 30

Perhaps this is to put the matter somewhat too static
for we do not simply confront here two parallel themes
traditions, which sometimes intersect and sometimes
not. On the contrary, the two poles of the city and the bu
ing form an inescapable binary opposition that is a con
diction in its own right. The history of architecture is
the story of successive attempts to resolve this fundame
contradiction; its tel os will be not exactly the place of
solution but the search for the right way to grasp
inevi table fa:ilure. This at once gives the book its narra
form: once the readet' knows what to look for, this imme
compendium reads like an exciting novel (and in
process, as J suggested above, also offers a remarkable,
tinctive, and no doubt unrepeatable solution to the per
nen t problem of artistic historiography).
From t.he o utset, we must be careful to see the flexib
of the scheme, for any proper contradiction can be art
lated in a variety of ways. This means that the content of e
pole is variable, and the new stage sets the fundamental c
tradiction (of capitalist modernity) in a variety of ways, e
of which permits the individuality of a distinct new atte
at solution or synthesis. We have defined the contradictio
irs outset as the opposition between the City and the bu
ing; but we have also already said enough to indicate rhat
city can mean planning, so that its more purely architect
opposite would then be the anarchy of the individual c
mission, or even the fluctuations in the value ofland or
At the same time, the city sets in place the question
political pOWer, in which case its opposite is surely the p
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the light of other canonical descriptions - forTafuri and Dal
Co, as for many of us, the central text is still Georg Simmers
Die Grollstndt und das Geistesleben - the city is also chaos and an~
ety, in which case its aesdletic opposite is one or anQther
form of order, or at least of allaying or coming to terms with
thal anxiety. Yet if me new industrial City is a more standard
ized form of chaos or alienation, its opposite number might
just as plausibly be the regional or the national, as in Hol
land , Scandinavia, and Catalonia. But if the ciry is degeneracy
and a flood of degraded messages and images, including
noW dead architectural styles - remember that for Adolf
Loos, me riot of ornament and ornamentation in Vienna
made it a "tattooed city" - men its opposite could be the
pur:ism and the purity of a Loos or even of le Corbusier. But
perhaps the city is also sheerly industry and engineering,
and in that case - as for the very history of the emergent
Bauhaus itself - its oppOSite can be not only mysticism but
also orher forms of a mystique of the art. For Tafuri and Dal
Co the con ~adiction is cqncretized in social life and even
more specifically in the role of intellectuals: so we have
engineers versus artists, ~nd eventually, as Ule artistic pole
gathers momentum and begil1s tt!! fig ht back we have the
emergence of avant-gardes, as opposed to politicia.ns and
plallners, or to engineers. This is properly the place of arch i
teentral and urban utopias. and it is fair to say that nOL the
least of the originalities of Tafuri and Dal Co is to have taken
familiar and stereotypical Marxian pOSitions - Marx's and
Engels ' dismisl\al of utopias, the la~er Stalinist dismissal of
the avant-garde or the experimental in art - and to have
transformed bom into vital and contemporarily meaningful
stances, implacably negative judgments which are not
demoraliZing or paralyzing but rather energizing and pro
ducnve of future praxis.
The variety of solutions to the multiple articulations of
this contradi ction (totality versus t11e il1diVidual wad) also
allows them inventively to transfonn the fundamental and
evert dogmatiC value of high modernist theory - the val
orization of innovation or me new, u,eNovunl in Ernst Bloch's
ensc. Here the Novum is n ot the mQre conventional stylistic
innovation, although I dare say that stylistic invenrion is
always i ts by-product and its aftereffect. Rather, (t is simply a
areative responSe to the contradiction itself. a more thor
oughgOing attempt to resolve it, even as the contradiction
becomes more thoroughgOing throughou ~ historical rime,
and deepens and reveals itself more and more as a desperate
crisis. So as architectural innovation grows ever more de~
perate, its attempts become grander and more impressive, its
faiJures become more conclusive. These attempts must
always fail, bur now we will be able to see the rea$ons.

Sullivan - the skyscraper as an isolated event within the city,
and which cannot be integrated into it (unless, as at present,
the dly Simply becomes a forest of skyscrapers and the orig
inality of the form is lost); Wright's construction of his own
alternative utopian terms in the building. in nature and me
transfigured and democratic American countryside - me
authQrs turn to regionalist architecrure and Significantly
conclude their discussion as follows:
After [Gaudi). the utopia that looked to a return to origins,
national or otherwise, was burned out, reduced to ashes. Tn any
event, a romantic fable has cpiefly one task: to organize the
dream, to define It as a metaphorical model of archetypal verity.
The Neo-Rornanesque of Berlage. Saarinen, or Moser, like the
obsessive eclecticism ofCatalan Modernism, aspired to organize
what can be called a collective dream, to give substance to a
symbolic code capable of welding the solidarity - urban or
national - of commu,nldes fragmented by inner confliCts. Here
the private and crepuscular dream of Art Nouveau ceded its place
to the image of an arduous process of constructing a new world.
But image it was and image it remained, nostalgically suspended
between past and present: the real innovatory processes were
scarcely touching European architectural thinking. 11 Ibid.• ?l.

I do not want to exaggerate the importance of the word
metaphorical in this summation, nevertheless, I think it is sig
nificant. To call these wonderful buildings in their ensemble
"a metaphorical model of archetypal verity" is not only to
deny them the narrative dynamism of the allegorical : it is
also to suggest that the attempt is focused uniquely on the
single pole of the building and its plan and shape, and not on
the tension between that pole and the city. To address that
tension would be to transform this metaphorical model into
an allegorical act. We begin to see this in the next chapters,
where the Werkbund begins to address problems of the city
and its realities, as do, in di fferent ways, Tony Garnier and his
successors in France. Meanwhile, Loos and theorists like Karl
Krauss and the young Ludwig Wittgenstein begin to give a
name to this crisis, while the new avant-gardes greet meir
dilemma with an immense yet doomed explOSion of creativ
ity. Notsurpl'isingly, this section returns us to painting,
which bec;omes somerhing like the abstract thought of
which architecture should be the act and realization, always
assuming that such an act is possible in dle first place
(remember that Le Corbusier always spent an hour or so
painting in the early morning, before rurning to his archi
tecrural work). Along wi th painting, the avant-garde raises
once again the question of the intellectual:
Between intellectuals ill1d metropolis yawned a gulf that could
be bridged only by accepting dissent. The intellectual, in sub
slanee, discovel"ed that his own singularity no longer had its
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place in the massified metropolis dominated by a technical
capacity fOT infinite duplication .. . the melropolis became the

.e

very sickuess to which the intellectual felt himself condemned.
... Faced with the "disease" represented by the metropolis, the
int/!llectuals have attempted to define a new role for themselves
by appealing to original purity, to the infancy of humanity, the

e

mythical season in which man and nature were not yet enemies,

y

to, in short, the mythical moment in which the communion of
man with cosmos was permitted by the precapitalist relation
ships of production.... [Yet] every project of conciliation was
constrained to reveal itself as merely utopian. Anxiety as the
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condition of metropolitan existence was to become the gUiding
idea for the Expressionist poets and painters. I J Ibid. , 98- 99 .
It is not m erely shadows of the artistic avant-garde that hover
across these passages but also those of the intellectual and
philosophical avant-garde: Friedrich Nietzsche and Charles

y
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utopian.) Walter Gropius and the Bauhaus offered ano
direction, wlule giving rise to a tension between exp
sionism and engineering on the one hand, and betw
modular or prefabricated architecture and individual a
tic creativity on the other.

It is worth anticipating the evolution of these stor

congeal into a kind of international avant-garde ideolog
their own right). 17 Ibid., 210 . This is the work of the codif

which a completely fungible reality is made available for

"

its logiC of multiplicity. (We will see in a moment why th
efforts too must be failures - already the Soviet allusion s
gests that without state power the projects remain pu

The result is a situation in

.s
e

D

The earlier work, the individual buildings, attempted a
olution of the crisis; the new and immense structures l
to allegorically keep faith with that crisis by incorpora

whose denouements certainly prOVide a kind of judgm
on the achievements themselves. The profeSSionalism
Gropius after his departure from Germany is w ell -kno
and constitutes an abandonment of the architectural strug
itself (at least as it is conceived by Tafuri and Dal Co).
case of Le Corbusier, though, is more interesting. In
later period, Le Cm'busier's work becomes Corbusian famous "International Style" - which is to say that Iu s crea
practices harden over into a kind of ideology (just as, a
natively, the experiments of the various avant-gardes

bridg•. Massachusetts: MIT Press, '979) ,

It

eloquent evidence for this point. But the technique of mon
was deduced directly from the city read as a coacervatio
fragments ... . 16 Ibid., "B ·

Baudelaire, Benjamin and the Viennese. Perhaps we need to
reinforce these anti-avant-garde positions by recalling
Tafuri's similar pessimism about the great negative, crilical,
or deconstructive intellectual forces of modernity. They
level everything, he argues, thinking of Sigmund Freud,
Nietzsche, and other critics of modernity, in order to liqui
date the vestiges of the past: "All the work of demolition
served to prepare a clean-swept platform from which to
depart in discovery of the new' historic tasks' of intellectual
work."'4 ManfredoT.tfurl. Architect"", dnd Utopio,lCans . B. rbara L. Lapenta (Cam 

o

n

composition, the latter are montoge, and the Palace of the Sovie

]0.

late capitalism to use and manipulate for its own ends.
We are not quite as far as that, however, in our reading of
the history, where we have indeed arrived at the moment
of the masters - the moment ofle Corbusier, whose great
ness is to have omitted the anxiety of the avant ~ garde: "In the

tion ofLe Corbusier's lesson to ClAM , and indeed, in a k
of conceptual climax, ClAM will be characterized as ideo
cal: given the relatively early use of the word modern in
title ("Congres Internationaux d' Architecture Moder

founded in 1928), it can be credited as one of the m

face of the machine, Le Corbusier experienced the same

influential sources for the ideology of "modernism" in g

intoxication as the avant-garde, but without the bewilder
m ent and disorientation." .sTh furl ...u d D>l co, QP. cit., '36. (In fact,

eral. "To it probably belongs the credit for having found
large measure of the predominant ideology of mod
architecture, endOWing architects with a model of actio
flexible as it was already out of date."·8 Ibid., 247· (Nor sho

aecording to this account, all of the modern "masters" are as
hostile to the avant-gardes as their interpreter Tafuri, or
indeed, to Tafuri 's philosophical master, Adorno.)
Le Corbusier does not, of course, resolve our basic con
tradiction either, but he invents a new way of dealing with it:
[In the idea of the Ville Radieuse] the dialectic between norm
and exception explicit in the grands travoux remained unre
solved. Unlike the projects of the 1920S, those for community
buildings in the next decade used allegory in a new way.
Where the earlier olles alluded to the completeness of a com
positional system based on syntheses imposing a different
category of order on the fragmented objects, the later one
made clear just how ineffectual that aim was if confine d to
the scale of the Single architectural object. If the former are

the relationship with such ideology-producing texts

Henry-Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson's Internat
Style be overlooked .)
It is the reason for this characterization that interest
for the moment:
The approach of the ClAM reflects all the limits of radical ar
teclm-al thought: the absolute continuity postulated betw
production in series and construction of the city express
utopian conviction. In flatly mechanistic fashion it applie
the entire urban scale the system of design and produc
applicable to the small scale of the private dwelling....
ClAM discussions made it seem almost as if the nature o

contained, so that once control over the modes of formation
and production of the buildings that made up the city was
assured, one would also have the key to planning its entire
development. 19 Ibid., 1.+6.
This is to say that in order for a "solution" to qualify from
the outset on either the level of urban planning or on that of
the individual building, the incompatibility of the two
levels must be registered from the outset, and acknowl
edged and even lived with the appropriate degree of anxiety
(still a basic experience forTafuri and Dal Co and a kind of
test of authenticity).
We must now set in place one of the two narrative cli
maxes of this long story in the work of LudWig Mies van der
Rolle. FollOWing the logic implicit in the discussion of Le
Corbusier, we can suggest that the extraordinary valorization
ofMies in this book is a tribute to the way in which, accord
ing to its authors, he more than any other modern architect
kept faith with the contradiction itself His resolution of it
was to embrace it, to manifest and articulate it at its most
unresolvable, to practice "composition as the expression of
insoluble dichotomies."}O Ihid., ,po It is the apotheosis of fail
ure, and the very essence of that icy nihilism of glass that we
earlier heard celebrated in different ways. "Where the Nelle
Sachlichkeit ended by codifying the style of the new 'tat
tooed city: Mies built silence." 11 Ibid., IB'The glass surfaces of
his buildings are analogous to Kurt Schwitters' Merzbau in that
they accumulate the reflections of all the junk and detritus of
the city, but "in the neutral mirror that breaks the city's web.
In this, architecture arrives at the ultimate limits of its own
possibilities. like the last notes sounded by th.e Doctor Faustus
of Thomas Mann, alienation, having become absolute, testi
fies uniquely to its own presence, separating itself from the
world to declare the world's incurable malady." H Ibid., 1+".
Despite the allusions to Stephane Mallarme, the evocation of
this particular negative aesthetic utopia resembles nothing
quite so much as Roland Barthes's "ecriture blanche," white,
or bleached, writing.
But this is only one of the book's climaxes: in fact, it has
two, just as the fundamental contradiction it explores has
two poles. IfMies dramatizes the kind of negative solution
available in the pole of the individual building, we have yet
to see what is possible at its other pole, that of the city
itself Here, it would seem, a different combination of suc
cess and failure is available. In the first place, from the
Werkbund on, the utopian speculations about essentially
middle-class garden cities and satellite cities gets inflected
in the direction of industrial building on the one hand, and
honsing for factory workers on the other. It is not until the
postwar period that the ideal of the Siedlung - a worker's
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preoccupation of architects and planners in both Austria
and Weimer Germany. The result - what can be called
enclave architecture - is, in the second place, made possi
ble only because leftist, mostly social democratic parties
are in power in the cities and provinces in question and
support the new projects.
Although Frankfurt is a crucial site for such experiments
(under the leadership of Ernst May), the authors reserve
their most enthusiastic encomia for developments in Vienna,
where "the new projects rose like pugnacious islands pro
claiming themselves proletarian monuments of very different
dimensions and form from the architecture of 19th-century
Vienna surrounding them."1.3 Ibid.. 191'They continue:
The Red strongholds had their peak in the Karl-Marx-Hof.
designed in 1927 by Karl Elm, author of other significant work
ing-class projects such as the Bebelhof Stretching more than
five-eighths of a mile and covering just under 190,000 square
yards, for 1,382 habitations plus nurseries, collective laundries,
a library, offices, shops, an out-patients' clinic, and green areas,
the Karl-Marx-Hof is the most "epical" of the Viennese
superblocks. The huge arches opening in its massive buildings,
the articulation of its masses, and the emphasis on simple vol
umes, make it, as it were, an individual, a symbolic unity pride
fully counterposed to the urban context. One cannot help
thinking that the essence of the great bourgeOiS novel is the
drama that counterposes the positive hero LO society. What Ehn
created can be thought of as the greatest novel-in-architecture
of European urbanistic culture between the two wars.... In the
work ofEhn lives the ultimate "uLOpia of the semantic," lost in
the tragic affirmation of the socialist humanity Ihat opposes the
annulment of Kultur and its traditions. Here we truly have Social
ist Realism, here the myth of the totality of the new man
promulgated by Lukacs is completely accepted. The myths of the
bomgeoisie shaped the most complete "Magic Mountain" of
Austrian Marxism.14Ibld.. 19l--91·
Great realism, socialist realism, versus Mallarme: the
semantic fullness of content as opposed to the nihilistic
void of all meaning. The twin climaxes of Modern Architecture
thus stand in complementarity to each other as positive to
negative, the concrete realization of the urban as opposed
to the radical empty cipher at its center. Mies fulfills
the destiny of the individual building, the Karl-Marx-Hof
signifies lhat of the modern industrial city. Being versus
nothingness: the allegory of the fulfilled totality, the alle
gory of its absolute negation_
However, it is important to understand that the Siedlun
gen are not more successful - I am tempted to say, in an
ontological sense - than Mies's glassy voids. It is a failure
that goes well beyond the empirical destiny of these pro
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jects. First, the Great Depression suddenly deprives the
municipalities of the finances with which they could be
funded; and second, and not unrelated, the coming of
power of Nazism in Germany and later on the Anschluss
spell more than an end to such workers' "monuments."
The deeper, and as it were, ontological contradiction lies
elsewhere. To the degree to which the Siedlwlgen are suc
cessful as projects; in other words, to that very degree to
which they afford housing of real architectural quality, along
with the whole panoply of urban services (including prox
imity to the work place) - to that very degree they become
attractive to middle-class dwellers. Their prices then go up
along with the value of the land and its rate of taxation, and
the Siedlung in question ceases, owing not to its failure but
to its very success, to be a solution to the problem ofworkers'
or low-cost housing. The Sartrean paradoxes seem relevant
here: ifMies's void can strike one as a kind of exemplification
of the slogan "loser wins," then the Siedlungen dramatically
articulate the meaning of "winner loses."
There is another way of describing all this, and it is, in
keeping with our topic, an allegorical one. The Siedlungen
attempted to create the conditions of a revolutionary trans
formation of society within the carefully controlled limits
of a closed enclave. That is to say, the enclave stood as an
allegory of revolutionary society as a whole, just as social
ism in one country offered the allegory of a socialist con
struction on a world scale. But in the long run, the enclave
purporting to represent a radically different mode of pro
duction cannot be tolerated within a given system, whose
laws and dynamiC seep through the barriers and gradually
assimilate it back into the larger context. Here, then, the
allegory ends up undOing itself, and from an act that sym
bolically resolves the fundamental contradiction between
the building and the city, it turns back into an act that offers
a merely symbolic resolution, leaVing the contradiction
itself intact and indeed more virulent in its operation and
effects than it was before.
These two points, at which we end the narrative of the
Tafuri and Dal Co history, are narrative endings which fail to
bring closure either to the architectural and urban dilemmas
they grapple with or to history itself. Can one say, in that
sense, that they constitute elements of a kind of reflexive
narrative that foregrounds the very category of the ending
itself, 'IS well as the very possibility of the resolution of a
contradiction? I have hoped here to argue something more
modest: not merely the usefulness of the conceptual struc
ture of allegory for architectural criticism, but also the way
in which the very appeal to that structure forces the critic
out beyond the stati.c bounds of metaphor and symbol and
into a process whereby it becomes necessary to construct a

whole history in order for the allegory to become opera
And also to reconstruct a fundamental contradictio
terms of which building, style, structure, plan, pro
acquire their meaning and are able to be read, in C
words, "as standing for something besides themselves."
Now it is time to turn from the modern to the postm
ern period. I hope it is clear that the contradiction aro
which Tafuri and Dal Co organize their history - betwee
individual building as an aesthetic creation and the city
anarchy of forces and styles - was an intractable one. N
of their architects or planners were able to solve it; nor,
certain sense, could it ever be solved, for all kinds ofvery
ferent philosophical, empirical, and political reasons. I
want to suggest that in the postmodern period, a tim
nascent globalization, this contradiction no longer exis
such: not because in the intervening break it has some
miraculously been resolved, but rather because the
terms have been modified beyond recognition. In o
words, the city in the form it took in the modernist per
with all its impending crises of various kinds, no lo
exists; and the building as a locus of artistic and functi
possibilities no longer exists either. This does not mean
the "crisis" no longer exists. (I am sure that everybody
agree that things are far worse today than in the perio
which Le Corbusier reflected on the future and the destin
the city; only it may not be right to use the word crisis for
new state of things.) Perhaps I can put this in a different
by suggesting that the logic of the crisis presuppose
order that has been thrown into instability for a longe
shorter period of time, if not indefinitely. But supposing
confronts a permanent instability, a permanent chaos, f
which a kind of order briefly emerges, only to vanish ag
Can that still be called a crisis?
The notion of a contradiction presupposes that you
articulate a troubled or conflictual situation; that you
posit oppositions and force fields within it such th
becomes unthinkable, even if you are unable to resolve
am suggesting that today we are closer to an antinomy
a contradiction, since within it even those conflictual op
sitions our historians posited for the modern period ar
longer detectable in that form. I want to argue that
notion of the contradiction offered the hope of a solu
even when it might have seemed utopian or fantastic;
that this was owing to the very structure of the contra
tion itself, for when you have two opposing term
becomes irresistible to speculate on possible mediation
syntheses between them. (On some level, of course, I
repeating current doxa about the disappearance of uto
and the waning of the political in our time.) Still, the na
tive ofTafuri and Dal Co reminds us that the modernist
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ation not only provided the space for the elaboration of
utopias alongside this or that pragmatic, yet nondialectical
program, but that it also suggested that another ultimate
form of dialectical authenticity lay, as in the case of Mies,
with a lucid and implacable commitment to the contradic
tion itself, beyond any hope of solution or resolution. "like
its object, thought remains shackled to the determinate
contradiction ," said Adorno."!{ Thea,]", Adorno. Philo,ol,hy "I Mo",","
Mmit, Ir.uls.t\nlll~ G. Milchell.and\\'t::!'Ilt!yV: Blomsl~r (Nt':w'Yhrk: SC.lhUT), f'ress, 19n).

This possibility, r believe, has also disappeared from the
scene in this age of post modernity.
Let me now, though, outline the reasons for the disap
pearance both of the classical building and the classical city.
These reasons lie deeply embedded in the logic of global
ization itself. In the third world, one of the poisoned gifts of
the new late stage of capitalism has been the Green Revolu
tion, which destroyed the older peasant mode of agricul
ture with hybrids and chemical fertilizers (not to mention
current genetic experimentation), and set those peasant
countries on the path to the ratios of the advanced coun
tries, in which on the whole no more than seven percent of
the population is still engaged in agricultural pursuits. The
mass of unemployed peasants then moved, in desperation,
to the cities, where staggering demographies now defy
every political solution or form of urban planning. Oddly,
there is a structural resemblance of these enormous agglom
erations with the equally desperate structures of the first
world, whose problems are in effect caused from the other
end of the social spectrum, and in particular by the upper
class strategies of gentrification and land speculation,
which have driven the poor and the unemployed out of the
cities into peripheral areas. The fiscal crisis of the Western
cities (as it is so often described) merely underscores the
fundamental point I want to make here: namely, that in our
time the city's problems cannot be solved by any properly
urban mechanisms, and that therefore older modernist
visions of planning, zoning, immanent urban solutions of
all kinds, are no longer thinkable. This does not mean that
the dilemmas of the postmodern city can be solved by
extra-urban means or by the state itself: probably they
cannot be solved at all. But the older modernist urbanisms
are no longer on the cards, which is to say that even the
concept and image of the city that used to be available In
the modernist period is no longer present. There is no such
thing now as what used to be deSignated by that word city;
true postmodernity would probably mean being able to
invent a new one. In any case, I trust that the relationship
between globalization and this dissolution of the urban has
also become clear: the Green Revolution as a worldwide
capitalist development on the one hand, and the land spec
18.

ulation that has accompanied the new global finance
industry on the other.
r also want to dispel certain thoughts of celebrating
globalization under the rubric of some new contradiction
of the local and the global, or through some conflict
between the old-fashioned state and decentralization on a
political, as well as social, basis. Saskia Sassen has pOinted
out in Globalization and its Discontents that the finance industry
must very definitely occupy crucial centers, even if the rela
tionship of those world centers to the individual cities in
which they are housed is problematic, at least for the cate
gories of the modern. Once upon a time the local and the
regional had to do with nature, that is to say, with older
agricultural modes: the local in the older sense has disap
peared along with them, leaving in its place so many tourist
images for the delectation of a now worldwide society of
the spectacle. To oppose non-Western to Western values is to
be taken in by old culturalist ideologies and the propaganda
of contemporary religiOUS (which is to say, fundamentalist)
movements. The world today is standardized and at least
tendentially postmodernized. What were formerly "non
Western cultures" are merely the ingredients of an immense
image hybridity, it being understood that there is no "West
ern" culture either, and that global modernity is neither
Western nor non-Western.
In terms of the state today, and of the other pole of the
former contradiction - the individual building - I want for
the moment only to quote a remark made in conversation by
Peter Eisenman: "You could build the most remarkable
building in the middle of Tokyo and no one would pay any
attention." r do not know whether architects build private
homes any longer today (they would need, like Rem Kool
haas's villa in Bordeaux, to have unique specifications in
order to generate some kind of symbolic value), but one has
the impression that innovation in office buildings - if any
are still needed - is today simply a matter of greater and
greater height. So only museums are left, which already have
some purely lateral or marginal relationship to the city
fabric : black holes of the past into which the new urban
crowds eagerly implode, as Jean Baudrillard remarked a
number of years ago.
But first, I want to see whether we can find any equivalent
today for the purity of the Miesian contradiction. Such an
equivalent would then necessarily have to be radically
impure and welcoming of chaos as enthUSiastically as Mies's
glass repels it. I believe that, alone among the architects who
have come after modernism, Koolhaas has succeeded in pro
viding a program for what Robert Venturi and Denise Scott
Brown only described as a situation. I should also add that at
this point Koolhaas offers the image of the first truly global
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architect, the first true architect of globalization: not because
he builds buildings allover the world (lots of great architects
do that) but because, as in his Pearl River Delta project, he
eagerly seeks out urban and architectural difference, not for
culturalist or pluralist-humanist reasons, but because such
fresh collisions "cause epidemics.... Globalization destabi
lizes and redefines both the way architecture is produced
and that which architecture produces." >6 Rem Koolhaas. S.H.L.n
(N~wYork: Monacelli J'ress. 199I). 367. For Koolhaas, whose experience
thus ranges from Japan to Los Angeles, from China to the
former Berlin Wall, from Singapore to Atlanta, globalization
brings "the return of Babel," whose exhilarating program
establishes "an infrastructural project to change the world, its
aim montage of maximum possibility collected from any point,
lifted from any context, pilfered from any ideology. It
promises the final installment of the Promethean soap
opera ." >7 Ibid.• 367- 68.
Koolhaas's culture of congestion, to return to that as
illustrated in Delirious New York, marks a first articulation of a
new, postmodern, truly globalized approach to chaos and
demography. It asks us to revel in the new situation and to
affirm it in such a way as to derive enthusiasm and energy
from it. From the labyrinth that is S,M,L,3CL (an extraordi
nary, spatial book that could have gone a long way toward
helping print culture overcome the CD-ROM had it not
compromised itself by agreeing to number its pages) I want
to quote a characteristic passage, about the Forum des
Hailes in Paris:
Here an entire urban region is now a seamless, almost Babylon
ian amalgam of destruction, kitsch resurrection, authentic his
torical particles, a delirium of infrastructures, a mass grave of
both good and bad intentions that crawl out of the pit like the
rejected species of an alternative evolution .. . .
What about the culmination of La Defense, where all the
geometric rigor of a city collapses in a maelstrom of random
ness and incoherence, made more pathetic by the profusion of
roads, ramps and other "connections" that resemble a wind
runnel test aCcidentally executed in concrete?Yet it mysteriously
works or, at least, is fuJI of people. 18 Ibid.. >0, .
"Full of people." This is the crux of the Koolhaas aesthetic.
His immense megastructures are planned not to channel or
organize city crowds but to augment and magnify them, to
increase the chaos: to let it happen, if one can imagine read
ing this expression as the sign of an active rather than a pas
sive operation. So it is clear that what used to be negative in
the older modernist era has now become positive in the era
of globalization, and marks the place of the first affirmation
of Koolhaas's part. Yet so far, there does not seem to be any
opposition at work here; even allowing for the obsolescence
of contradiction, an antinomy also demands some kind of

binary tension: with what kind of term does conge
seem incompatible and somehow irreconcilable?
I believe that it is to be found in the image of the
leveling, bulldozing, clearing away, flattening out: the
gestural eqUivalent of the end of nature in which the t
rasa of late capitalism, and its speculators and develo
finds its active embodiment. The razing of alJ the qua
of the former "site" offers all the exhilaration of a new
of reduction: something one senses in Koolhaas's cel
tion of the American "typical plan," and in his manifes
an abstract "generic city" as the emergent form of the

globalized world. For the logic of the tabula rasa was al
evident in Koolhaas's seemirIgly perverse celebration o
so-called "Typical Plan," by which he means the sta
engineering layout reproduced throughout "nonsigna
engineering - constructed office buildings across
United States.
It is zero-degree architecture, architecture stripped of all
of uniqueness and specificity. It belongs to the New W
The notion of the typical plan is therapeutic; it is the E
Architectural History, which is nothing but the hys
fetisruzation of the atypical plan. Typical Plan is a segment
unacknowledged utopia, the promise of a post-archite
future. Just as The ManWithout Qualities haunts European liter
"the plan without qualities" is the great quest of Am
building. 19 Ibid .. m ·- \6.

His evocation of SirIgapore, however, is even more
Singapore is unique in being a one-time-only combin
of late-capitalist anarchy and communist planning and
mentation . As Koolhaas puts it, it "installs a conditi
permanent instability, not unlike the 'permanent revolu
proclaimed by the students of May '68" :
The new republic's blueprint, its dystopian pro
[becomes]: displace, destroy, replace. In a delirium of transf
tion the island is turned into a petri dish: gigantic cleara
levelings, extensions, expropriations create laboratory c
tions for the importation of social and archilectural cu
that can be grown under experimental protocols, witho
presence of anterior substance. Singapore is turned into
bed of tabula rasa. The transformation of the entire island
name of an apocalyptic demographic hypotheSiS is in app
contrast to its smallness and its permanent land shortage
regime like the one in power in Singapore is a radical m
ment: it has transformed the term urbao renewal into the
eqUivalent ofwar.ln [iJi,1.. IOJ,.

I want now to turn to the status of the individual buildi
our newly globalized and modernized era, and for
want to examine the work of Peter Eisenman, and in par
lar his Aronoff Center at the University of Cincinnati, s
one of the most extraordinary buildings of the last dec
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of fascination for me: namely, the way in which a building
that does not and cannot fit into the city fabric is capable not
merely of separating itself out and turning away from that
fabric altogether, but at one and the same time of replicating
that entire city fabric within itself, becoming itself a minia
ture city and a microcosm of its external context. Remem ber
that Mies's buildings remained events within the city: even if
they constituted black holes or an icy void at its center.
Nonetheless, they ctid something to it. For Tafuri, in much
the same fashion, the skyscraper is considered a kind of
unique event within the metropolis: a strike, an interrup
tion, a sudden touch-down, which is necessarily made to
comment on the city and to emit a message about it.
The kind ofbuilcting I am thinking of will no longer be an
event inside the city, it will no longer comment, its exterior
will neither allude nor repel. This will be something paradox
ical enough to say about a very large form ctisposed across a
hill on the order of Marcel Duchamp's Nude Descending a Staircase,
or better still (Eisenman's own image, and the alleged inspi
ration ofAronoff in the first place), the interlocking of those
conveyor-belt plates that move your baggage out along the
airport display ramp. But perhaps Aronoff's parasitiC relation
ship to the remnants of the two already existing structures it
so unexpectedly "completes" and incorporates can be
thought to be some kind of protective concealment from the
logiC of the urban fabric outside it.
What I want to stress here, however, is the way in which
the interior of the builcting, through which hundreds of
students stream every day, offers a unique and somehow
self-contained experience: the way in which it substitutes
for the city, which in its disaggregation today can no longer
offer the classical spatial-urban pleasures. It is useful to con
trast this temporal experience with the one Le Cor busier so
carefully planned out in advance for his visitors at the Villa
La Roche:
This house ... will be rather like an architectural promenade.
One enters. and the architectural vista presents itselfimmedi
ately to view; one follows a set route, and a great variety of
perspect.ives present themselves: there is a play oflight. high
lighting the walls or casting shadows. Bays open onto perspec
tives of the exterior, and one rediscovers architectural unity.
11

te Corbusier. Ocu\'tcs (\lIlII'letts. vol.

a chaos, indeed a Koolhaasian "culture of congestion," that
is simulated within this miniature city - this mimesis not of
a traditional city center but of an underground post-world
war III warren of corridors and ancillary spaces of all shapes
and .kinds. Pedestrian bridges and misplaced monumental
staircases trace out a kind of miniature indoor Venice,
whose campos surge without warning out of artificial alley
ways and stairwells, down upon which the windows of
offices gaze. The equally aleatory multiplication of vistas
and points of view, perspectives and gazes, projects some
new role for Sight in these spaces of urban futurity, a free
floating Sight and visibility abstracted from the familiar
humanist supports. If the skyscraper remains the emblem of
a heroic modernism, perhaps just such underground cities
can lend their image and their concept to the styles and pro
duction of a globalized future.
But the two "poles" of our present opposition - conges
tion on the tabula rasa of a bulldozed surface, congestion in
movement underground - do not seem to add up to a con
tractiction in the modernist sense. So their problem, whatever
it is, cannot yet be solved. Perhaps the utopian approach
today is not the older modernist one of projecting a possible
solution to an impossible contractiction but rather one of
reconstructing the problem and the contractiction itself in
the first place.

I, 19'0.- 197.9. cd . \O\'jny Bot!s iger (Zuri ch:

Edilions Girsberger. '9'9) . 60 .

"One follows a set route": what intervenes between this
dictate of the modernist demiurgic act and the aleatory
pathways of the Eisenman center is not only an aesthetic of
chance but, above all, the computer. Eisenman delights in
those computer-generated variants of space in his building,
which he himself could not consciously have planned or
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